
Cold chain logistics is critical for the compliant delivery of food, beverages, electronics, vaccines,

clinical trial specimens, and countless other temperature-sensitive products. Specialized packaging,

handling and delivery methods are utilized to complete a routine delivery of cold chain products. The

evolution of cold chain has seen advancements in packaging, transporting and even optimizing

shipping schedules. Focus is maturing from physical updates (packaging, logistics) to process

optimization based on data driven decision making. Knowing when a shipment could potentially be at

risk can absolutely revolutionize cold chain shipping to increase efficiency, reduce shipping and

wastage costs, and save lives that require timely delivery of important products.

A recent advancement is the award-winning

patented MaxTrace™ technology, which enables

an exclusive capability to quantify the viable

thermal life of a live shipment. This MaxQ

technology also provides the necessary

actionable data and intelligence to ensure,

enhance product and patient safety. Especially

in the clinical trials and pharma industries where

billions of dollars’ worth of products are

shipped every day. With the uncertain supply

chain climate, and the growing complexity in

shipping temperature sensitive biologics, this

shall facilitate a seamless excursion-free cold

chain. Autonomously delivering end-to-end

traceability at scale. 

Can you predict &

prevent cold chain

failures in real-time?

MaxQ’s proprietary shipper-agnostic, digital twin

based “transient thermal life predictor” provides

the real-time energy of a shipper; along with the

predicted time before the product could be lost

due to temperature excursion. 
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Origin
Shipment Start Date
Scheduled Delivery Date
Actual Delivery Date
Destination
Carrier

Stillwater, Oklahoma (USA)

Singapore
December 31, 2020
January 4, 2021
January 11, 2021

UPS
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Use MaxTrace™ to maximize the thermal life of a live shipment!

Current cold chain industry standards utilize GPS trackers and real-time temperature monitoring

systems that rely on geofencing, binary high/low threshold sensor parameters, manual control towers,

and a host of manual processes to push notifications of a temperature excursion. These expensive

processes typically generate notifications when an excursion has already occurred rather than

providing sufficient time to stop it from happening. MaxTrace continuously assesses the state of the

shipper, risk of excursion, and automatically prompts an action ahead of an excursion and ONLY when

it’s necessary.

An illustration of the value of MaxTrace is demonstrated through a multi-leg international shipment

from Singapore to Oklahoma (USA). This parcel shipment was transporting a refrigerated product (2-

8 °C) in a 3L MaxPlus Clinical Trial Shipper (MaxTrace Ready). The shipper was  validated for 120 hours

against ISTA 7D ambient conditions in lab testing (Figure 2). The shipper was also equipped with  real-

time temperature monitoring system that recorded and transmitted geolocation, payload and ambient

temperature, humidity, pressure, tilt, acceleration and light intensity.

Shipment details

Figure 2. Based on standard validation protocol, the shipper was expected to last 120 hours



Actual shipper performance exceeded

266 hours!
The payload temperature maintained 2-8°C for a total of 266 hours. Throughout the shipment, thermal life

and performance predictions successfully showed the risk of temperature excursion. The shipping time

was expected to be approximately 120 hours. However, due to an unexpected customs hold, the shipment

was delayed. As the shipment waited in Singapore, the thermal life of the system updated accordingly.

Under normal circumstances, this sort of delay is expected to be detrimental to the quality of the payload.

But with MaxQ’s proprietary MaxTrace™ technology, the dynamic thermal life and the time remaining until

excursion were calculated in real-time. As the shipment progressed and the ambient environment

changed, the transient thermal life predictor adjusted to the new circumstances.Please refer to the

performance predictor (hours remaining) indicator in the image below.

En-route from Singapore to US, there was a sudden shift in ambient when the shipment reached South

Korea. When the shipper experienced a freezing ambient temperature, it started gaining thermal energy

(hibernation/charging process). This is crucial to accurately understanding the current state of the

system as well as predicting its future state. As demonstrated by the performance predictor, in the mild

temperatures of day 5 the system was not at risk of failure for several more days. Without MaxTrace™

thermal life and predictive technologies, we only could have known that the system hadn’t failed yet

without any indication of when it was expected to fail. The combination of charging cycle between Days

3 – 4 and milder than expected ambient temperatures between days 5-8, the 5-day validated shipper

was able to safely deliver the refrigerated product within the required temperature range on Day 11

without the need for intervention. 
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Yes, you could proactively intervene to resolve

problems accurately before they occur and have

the visibility to effectively allow the shipper to

continue in shipment without intervention

beyond validation times.

Cold chain logistics are rarely as “cut and dry”

as we might think. 
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As illustratted though a system may be validated for a specific duration, it is highly inefficient

and costly to not acknowledge that the system may easily be effective beyond the validation

time and optimize the use of that system. MaxTrace™ successfully showed in this trial

shipment its ability to provide value in assessing the thermal life in real-time and predicting

the performance expected during the remainder of the shipment.

MaxTrace™ is the new automated "Control Tower" powered by intelligence

With MaxTrace™ you know before corrective action is needed

Static alerts Vs. Active Prediction



Trusted by over 700 hospitals, Grifols, Blood Centers of America and clinical trial teams

across the globe MaxQ’s mission is to help your clients protect the safety of patients. Our

packaging systems meet strict requirements to help make sure your product is protected,

maintaining the quality of temperature-sensitive products. The result is a safer product with

almost zero risk of product loss, thereby leading to a cost and performance-optimized

supply chain. We are the most comprehensive packaging (MaxPlus) and product tracking

(MaxTrace™) solution provider for blood and blood-based biologics, covering every leg of

the blood supply chain. The New York Blood Centers, M.D. Anderson, several military bases

and large hospital and healthcare systems in Canada, Europe and Asia rely on MaxQ

solutions to ensure precise temperatures, reduce product losses and offer end-to-end

visibility/chain of custody. Operating out of our commercial scale office and manufacturing

facility in Stillwater, Oklahoma (U.S.A.) we maintain in-house capabilities for rapid

prototyping and GMP/GDP compliant shipper design, testing and validation services. 

As a Total solutions provider MaxQ is the exclusive manufacturer and supplier of MaxTrace™

temperature monitors (NIST traceable) and track and trace sensors. We offer value added

services such as serialization of products (for inventory planning, safety stock planning etc.)

support for product end of life, recycling and waste stream management efforts. Virtual and

on-site training sessions along with local (in-person) support is provided through team

members and partners in U.S., Canada, Australia, India and middle east. MaxQ provides on-

demand support for regulatory audits, detailed root cause analysis, and corrective and

preventive actions.

For more information, visit www.packmaxq.com
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About MaxQ:

Stop falling victim to late updates.

MaxTrace™ sends you an alert as

soon as a breach is predicted.

Take control of your supply chain.


